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ABSTRACT
An H I mass function (HIMF) was derived for 751 galaxies selected from the deep Parkes
H I survey across the Zone of Avoidance (HIZOA). HIZOA contains both the Great Attractor
Wall and the Local Void, two of the most extreme environments in the local Universe, making
the sample eminently suitable to explore the overall HIMF as well as its dependence on local
environment. To avoid any selection bias because of the different distances of these large-
scale structures, we first used the two-dimensional stepwise maximum-likelihood method for
the definition of an average HIMF. The resulting parameters of a Schechter-type HIMF for the
whole sample are α = −1.33± 0.05, log(M∗
HI
/M⊙) = 9.93± 0.04, and φ∗ = (3.9± 0.6)×
10−3 Mpc−3. We then used the k-th nearest-neighbour method to subdivide the sample into
four environments of decreasing local density and derived the Schechter parameters for each
subsample. A strong trend is observed, for the slope α of the low-mass end of the HIMF. The
slope changes from being nearly flat, i.e. α = −0.99±0.19 for galaxies residing in the densest
bin, to the steep value of α = −1.31±0.10 in the lowest density bin. The characteristic mass,
however, does not show a clear trend between the highest and lowest density bins. We find
similar trends in the low-mass slope when we compare the results for a region dominated by
the Great Attractor, and the Local Void, which are found to be over-, respectively underdense
by 1.35 and 0.59 compared to the whole sample.
Key words: galaxies: distances and redshifts – galaxies: mass function – cosmology: obser-
vations – cosmology: large-scale structure of Universe
1 INTRODUCTION
The H I mass function (HIMF) is the number of galaxies of a
given H I mass in a given volume. The HIMF of galaxies is a
key observational component to understand cosmology, large-scale
structures of the Universe, and galaxy formation and evolution. It
contains important information about the physical processes that
add and remove the H I mass from galaxies, including ram pres-
sure (Gunn & Gott 1972), thermal evaporation (Cowie & Songaila
1977), tidal forces (Shostak et al. 1984), and gravitational potential
(Bekki 1999).
These physical processes usually proceed at different rates in
different environments due to the dependence of interactions be-
tween galaxies as a function of the local galaxy density. As such,
we do not expect that HIMF to be universal but that the shape will
change from one environment to the other.
According to the galaxy evolution theory, a number of physi-
cal processes occur at a higher rate in high-density environments
compared to low-density environments. One of these processes
⋆ E-mail: khaled.said@anu.edu.au
† IAU and Gruber Foundation Fellow
is the tidal stripping which removes the H I gas from the inter-
acting galaxies (Shostak et al. 1984). Another process that is di-
rectly proportional to the environmental density is the ram pres-
sure. It was shown in two sequential papers (Gott & Gunn 1971;
Gunn & Gott 1972) that the hot gas observed in X-rays in the Coma
cluster (Meekins et al. 1971) is responsible for the stripping of gas
from galaxies within the cluster due to ram pressure. Although
tidal and collision stripping are more efficient in groups of galax-
ies, ram pressure is more efficient in clusters (English et al. 2010;
Westmeier et al. 2013).
A direct way of observing the process of H I gas removal
from galaxies in high-density regions is through dedicated high
resolution H I surveys (e.g., Chung et al. 2009; Serra et al. 2012,
2013). Important clues can also be learned from the hydro-
dynamical simulations (e.g., Bekki et al. 2005). Such processes
can also be detected statistically via constructing the HIMF
across different environments ranging from low-density to high-
density regions (e.g., Verheijen et al. 2001; Rosenberg & Schneider
2002; Springob et al. 2005; Zwaan et al. 2005; Pisano et al. 2011;
Moorman et al. 2014; Jones et al. 2016; Westmeier et al. 2017;
Jones et al. 2018).
Quantitative findings from the latter methods have been a de-
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bated topic for over a decade. Verheijen et al. (2001) performed a
VLA blind H I survey of the Ursa Major cluster with the aim to
measure the slope of the HIMF down to low masses. They mea-
sured a flat slope for this region. Rosenberg & Schneider (2002)
used the Arecibo Dual-Beam Survey to constructed the HIMF for
the entire sample and for 38 galaxies within the center of Virgo
Cluster. They concluded that, the HIMF is less steep in high-density
regions. The main limitation for these studies was the small number
of galaxies in the low mass bins.
In 2005, two independent studies used larger number of galax-
ies to find contradicting conclusions. Springob et al. (2005) divides
their H I galaxy sample into three subsets according to the local
density reconstructed via the PSCz survey (Branchini et al. 1999).
They found a steeper HIMF slope in the lowest density sample
compared to the other two samples. Zwaan et al. (2005), on the
other hand, used the k-th nearest neighbour metric (Dressler 1980)
to divide their sample into five sub-samples according to their local
density. They found that the low-mass slope of the HIMF depends
only weakly on the local density, being steeper in higher density
environments. They found no dependence of the characteristic H I-
massM∗ on the local density.
More recent studies show that this tension holds even within
the same survey. Moorman et al. (2014) and Jones et al. (2016)
used 40% and 70% of the ALFALFA survey (Giovanelli et al.
2005), respectively, and found no significant dependence of the
low-mass slope on the local density but a larger characteristic H I-
mass M∗ in high-density regions compared with low-density re-
gions. Jones et al. (2018) later used the complete ALFALFA sam-
ple and found larger change in the low-mass slope than previously,
in the sense that the low-mass slope is steeper in the high-density
environments (not clusters) than in the low-density environment.
In this work, we take advantage of a blind H I survey that
is more than twice as sensitive as HIPASS (Meyer et al. 2004;
Koribalski et al. 2004) to construct a new HIMF. In addition, we
probe the HIMF in different environments because this survey cov-
ers the most two extreme environment in terms of density in the
local Universe, namely the Great Attractor (GA; Lynden-Bell et al.
1988; Woudt et al. 1999) and the Local Void (LV; Tully & Fisher
1987; Kraan-Korteweg et al. 2008).
This paper is organized as follows: The sample is presented in
Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the methodology used to derive
the HIMF. The universality of the HIMF is discussed in Section
4. Lastly, we summarize our results in Section 5. Throughout this
paper, we used the Hubble constant of H0 = 75 km s−1 Mpc−1.
2 HIZOA SAMPLE
This study is based on the deep “blind” H I Zone of Avoid-
ance survey (HIZOA) performed with the multibeam receiver of
the 64m Parkes radio telescope. This survey covers the inner
Milky Way, |b| < 5◦, for the Galactic longitude range accessi-
ble from Parkes, 196◦ < ℓ < 52◦. It includes both the south-
ern ZOA (Staveley-Smith et al. 2016) and its extension to the
north (Donley et al. 2005). It was originally designed to unveil
the large-scale structures hidden behind the Milky Way. Signifi-
cant parts of dynamically influential large-scale structures in the
local Universe remained obscured from our view due to dust ab-
sorption and stellar crowding. This includes the Great Attractor re-
gion, considered to be an extreme overdensity in the nearby Uni-
verse (Lynden-Bell et al. 1988; Woudt et al. 1999), and the Lo-
cal Void, which is the largest nearby void (Tully & Fisher 1987;
Kraan-Korteweg et al. 2008) and has been mapped particularly
poorly due to its centre being located behind the Galactic Bulge.
Further notable structures are the Puppis and Ophiuchus clusters
(see Staveley-Smith et al. 2016, for details).
Given the dust obscuration and stellar confusion problems,
systematic H I surveys are the only method to chart these struc-
tures (Staveley-Smith et al. 2016) and to quantitatively assess the
extent of overdensities and underdensities. The survey achieved
an rms sensitivity of 6 mJy in the velocity range of v < 12 000
km s−1. Galaxies were detected within the range of logMHI/M⊙
of 6.5 − 11.0 and, most importantly, the survey was sensitive to
galaxies well below the characteristic H I-massM∗HI at the distance
of the Great Attractor.
The primary goal of this paper is therefore to derive an aver-
age HIMF from HIZOA, and to explore the variation in the HIMF
in some of the most extreme environments in the nearby Universe.
The results will also improve our knowledge of the over/under-
densities of regions obscured by the ZOA. These mass density es-
timates will be crucial in improving our understanding of the ob-
served cosmic flow fields in the ZOA (e.g., Erdogˇdu et al. 2006;
Lavaux & Hudson 2011; Kraan-Korteweg et al. 2017; Sorce et al.
2017)
3 DERIVATION OF THE HIZOA H I MASS FUNCTION
We derive the H I mass function for all galaxies in the HIZOA sur-
vey that meet our selection criteria. The HIZOA survey has been
characterized by three completeness limits: (1) velocity-integrated
flux, (2) mean flux density, and (3) a hybrid limit (see Table 4 in
Staveley-Smith et al. 2016). Above these limits lie between 70 per
cent and 90 per cent of the HIZOA sample. These limits were de-
rived using a modified version of the V/Vmax test (Rauzy 2001)
which, unlike the traditional V/Vmax test (Schmidt 1968), is insen-
sitive to the presence of large-scale structure. For the current study,
we use the hybrid limit, which has the sharpest cutoff and therefore
most likely to represent the true HIZOA completeness limit.
The maximum volume to which a HIZOA galaxy can be de-
tected (ignoring the profile resolution correction) with certainty is
therefore
Vmax =
4πfsky
3
(
MHI
8.815 × 105SlimW 0.7450
)3/2
, (1)
where Slim = 18 mJy represents the corresponding T = −2 com-
pleteness limit (Staveley-Smith et al. 2016), W50 is the velocity
width (in km s−1), fsky is the fraction of the sky covered by the
survey, andMHI is given by
MHI = 2.356× 105D2FHI M⊙, (2)
whereD is the distance in Mpc and FHI is the flux integral. We can
then fit a Schechter function (Schechter 1976) to the binned density
estimates of the form:
Φ(MHI) = ln10φ
∗
(
MHI
M∗
)α+1
e
−
MHI
M∗ , (3)
to the derived H I mass function.
However, as with the V/Vmax test, a major problem of the
1/Vmax method for deriving the HI mass function is sensitivity to
large-scale structure, such that the measured mass function does not
represent the universal HI mass function. For sub-samples where it
can be assumed that the HIMF has a similar shape, but different
normalisation, the two-dimensional stepwise maximum likelihood
c© 2019 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9
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Figure 1. The galaxy density distribution in the MHI − W50 plane. The
gray scale represents the reciprocal of the effective volume for each galaxy
in which it can be found. This effective volume is calculated via the two-
dimensional stepwise maximum likelihood method.
method (2DSWML: Loveday 2000; Zwaan et al. 2003, 2005) can
be deployed.
The 2DSWML method finds the maximum likelihood solu-
tions for the number density of galaxies φjk as a function of H I
mass and velocity width by iterating from an initial guess:
φjk =
Ng∑
i=1
δ(Mi −Mj,Wi −Wk)
Ng∑
i=1
Hijk∆M∆W
NM∑
l=1
NW∑
m=1
φlmHilm∆M∆W
, (4)
where δijk is a function equals one if a galaxy i belongs to the H I
mass bin j and velocity width bin k, and equals zero otherwise. The
functionHijk equals the fraction available of the bin jk in which a
galaxy i resides (Zwaan et al. 2003).
Equation 4 can be interpreted in different ways. The denomi-
nator for example, presents the effective volume available to galax-
ies in bin jk, and can be modified to find the effective volume avail-
able to each galaxy as in Zwaan et al. (2005). Marginalizing Eq. 4
over the velocity widthW gives the H Imass function (Martin et al.
2010; Jones et al. 2016) while marginalizing over the H ImassMHI
gives the velocity width function (Papastergis et al. 2011).
We used Eq. 4 to evaluate the effective volume available to
each single galaxy after applying the completeness function of the
HIZOA survey. Figure 1 shows the galaxy density distribution in
the MHI − W50 plane where the gray scale represents the recip-
rocal of the effective volume available to each galaxy. There is a
strong correlation between the linewidth and the effective volume.
The histogram of the linewidth on the right-hand side of the plot
shows that our sample contains a fair distribution of large and small
galaxies, following an approximately Gaussian distribution.
We then marginalized φjk over the velocity width to calculate
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Figure 2. HIZOAH I mass function derived via the two-dimensional step-
wise maximum likelihood method (Black-solid line). For comparison, the
H I mass function of HIPASS BGC (dotted-red line; Zwaan et al. 2003),
ALFALFA 40% (dashed-blue line; Martin et al. 2010), and ALFALFA
100% (dashed-dotted-fuchsia line; Jones et al. 2018) are also displayed.
the HIMF as:
φj =
NW∑
k=1
φjk∆W (5)
Figure 2 shows the result of this process for the whole sample above
the completeness limit. The dots present the number space density
in H I mass bins, the solid line is the best fit Schechter function
of the form presented in Eq. 3, and the error bars are the Poisson
errors. The final parameters of the H I mass function are:
• α = −1.33± 0.05
• log(M∗HI/M⊙) = 9.93 ± 0.04
• φ∗ = (3.9± 0.6) × 10−3 Mpc−3
For comparison, we add to Fig. 2 the Zwaan et al. (2003) re-
sults as a dotted line, Martin et al. (2010) as a dashed line, and
Jones et al. (2018) as a dashed-dotted line. The faint-end slope de-
rived here agrees, within the uncertainty, with Zwaan et al. (2003),
Zwaan et al. (2005), Martin et al. (2010), and Jones et al. (2018).
The knee of the H I mass function derived here agrees more
with the Martin et al. (2010) and Jones et al. (2018) results than
Zwaan et al. (2003) and Zwaan et al. (2005), perhaps because the
HIZOA survey is more closely matched in sensitivity to ALFALFA
than HIPASS (Staveley-Smith et al. 2016).
4 UNIVERSALITY OF THE HIMF
In this section, we will extend our analysis and use the HIZOA
sample to test the universality of the HIMF, i.e. we will derive the
Schechter function parameters (α andM∗HI) across various environ-
ments of local densities, from extreme low-density to high-density
regions. To accomplish this we divide the HIZOA galaxies into sub-
samples using two independent methods to infer different environ-
c© 2019 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9
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ments: (i) the Bayesian nearest neighbours (Ivezic´ et al. 2005) to
determine the local density in which each galaxies resides; and (ii)
extreme large-scale structures which, in the case of HIZOA, are the
Great Attractor and the Local Void (Staveley-Smith et al. 2016).
4.1 Bayesian k–th nearest neighbours algorithm
Dressler (1980), showed that the density and the associated error
can be estimated by using the distance to the k–th nearest neigh-
bour, dk as Σk = K/ 43πdk, and σΣk =
√
K/ 4
3
πdk, respec-
tively. Therefore, the fractional error decreases with k at the cost
of decreasing the spatial resolution. Ivezic´ et al. (2005), proposed
a Bayesian based version of the k-th nearest neighbour algorithm
to decrease the fractional error without decreasing the spatial res-
olution. This is achieved by calculating distances to all k nearest
neighbours, di, where i = 1, 2, ..., k, instead of calculating the dis-
tance to only the k-th nearest neighbour, dk, as,
Σk =
C
k∑
i=1
d3i
(6)
where the normalization C is calculated as,
C =
k(k + 1)
2× 4
3
π
. (7)
In case of a sparse sample, the above Bayesian method
(Ivezic´ et al. 2005) is less biased compare to the classic k-th nearest
neighbour method (Dressler 1980; for comparison, we apply this
classic method in Appendix A). The next step in this analysis is to
choose the number of neighbours. Casertano & Hut (1985) showed
that the sixth neighbour is a good choice to reduce fluctuations and
still retain locality. For that reason we calculate distances to all the
six nearest neighbours.
Another fact that needs to be accounted for is that, for a flux-
limited sample, galaxies will be more luminous and appear to be
more isolated at larger distances. This implies that a value for Σ6
which decreases with distance, even where there is no change in
local density. This effect is clearly observed in the top-panel of Fig.
3. We corrected for this effect using flux and volume-limited sam-
ples derived from the S3 − SAX semi-analytic simulation. This
process is described step-by-step in Appendix B. The corrected Σ6
is shown in the bottom-panel of Fig. 3, and removes significant dif-
ferences in the distance distribution of samples of different density.
The bottom-panel of Fig. 3 also shows that our sample becomes
very sparse at high-redshift, so we limit all our calculation to galax-
ies with vhel 6 8000 km s−1
Figure 4 shows a histogram of the corrected sixth nearest
neighbour density, Σ6. We divided the whole sample into four sub-
samples and plot them on a colour scale from the least dense re-
gions (solid-blue) to the most dense regions (dotted-dashed-red).
For each of these sub-samples we derived the HIMF using the
2DSWMLmethod. Figure 5 shows the four derived HIMFs ranging
from the lowest-density region (top panel) to the highest-density re-
gion (bottom panel). For comparison, we use the same mass range
of logMHI/M⊙ = 8.0− 10.5 for the four sub-samples.
Table 1 presents the derived Schechter parameters for these
four sub-samples ranging from the least dense region to the most
dense region based on the Bayesian version of the k-th nearest
neighbours algorithm. Although the number of galaxies at the low
mass end of each sub-sample are small, we find a clear trend: the
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of the sixth nearest neighbour density, Σ6, using the
Bayesian k nearest neighbours algorithm for HIZOA sample. The top-panel
shows the uncorrected Σ6 while the bottom-panel shows the corrected Σ6
using the method presented in Appendix B
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Figure 4. Histogram of the sixth nearest neighbour density, Σ6, using the
Bayesian k nearest neighbours algorithm for the HIZOA galaxies divided
into four groups according to Σ6.
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Figure 5. Four HIZOAH I mass function derived via the 2DSWMLmethod
based on the Bayesian density estimate. For comparison, the HIMFs are
offset vertically to the normalization of the whole sample HIMF in Fig. 2.
HIMF is more shallow in high-density regions than in low-density
regions.
A projection of the derived Schechter parameters on the α −
logM∗HI plane is shown in Fig. 6. Confidence ellipses are defined
with (α, logM∗HI , σα, σlogM∗HI , θ), where θ is the angle between
the x-axis and the major axis of the ellipses, and is measured via
the covariance matrix of the correlated parameters:
tan(2θ) = 2
σα logM∗
HI
σ2α − σ2logM∗
HI
. (8)
For uncorrelated parameters θ = σxy = σyx = 0. This is contrary
to what is found in Fig. 6 which displays the 1σ and 3σ confi-
dence contours (dark and light ellipses respectively) which shows
the Schechter parameters to be strongly correlated. We therefore
find the HIMF not to be universal in shape. The derived parame-
Figure 6. Schechter parameters for the four sub-samples divided according
to their local density projected on the α − logM∗HI plane. Ellipses are
defined with (α, logM∗HI , σα, σlogM∗HI , θ) and plotted on a colour scale
from the least dense regions (blue) to the most dense regions (red). Dark
and light ellipses show 1σ and 3σ contours, respectively.
Table 1. Schechter parameters for the four sub-samples divided according
to their local density derived by the Bayesian version of the k-th nearest
neighbours algorithm.
Region α log(M∗HI/M⊙)
Least dense −1.31± 0.10 9.80± 0.07
Second least dense −1.25± 0.23 9.91± 0.16
Second most dense −1.13± 0.14 9.95± 0.09
Most dense −0.99± 0.19 9.77± 0.10
ters for the least dense environment and most dense environment
deviate from each other. In particular, the slope α increases with
density.
4.2 Known large-scale structures in ZOA
As previously mentioned, the HIZOA survey covers two of the
most extreme galaxy structures in the Local Universe with the
Great Attractor (GA) and the Local Void (LV). This provides us
with two different laboratories of different density environment. We
will derive the HIMF for each of these two structures.
The first structure in the HIZOA survey (Staveley-Smith et al.
2016) is the GA Wall crossing. This region dominates the HIZOA
redshift survey and extends from vLG ∼ 1500 to ∼ 7500 km s−1
and from l ∼ 280◦ to ∼ 330◦. The second prominent structure,
the LV extends from l ∼ 330◦ to ∼ 45◦ and spreads out over a
volume to vLG ∼ 6000km s−1 (Tully & Fisher 1987; Donley et al.
2005; Kraan-Korteweg et al. 2008). The southern part of the LV
lies within the main HIZOA survey (Staveley-Smith et al. 2016),
whereas the northern part of is covered by the northern extension
(Donley et al. 2005).
Figures 7 shows the HIMF derived from the LV (top-
panel) and GA (bottom-panel) sub-samples, respectively, and Ta-
ble 2 lists the derived Schechter parameters for the two regions.
Again for comparison purposes, we use the same mass range of
logMHI/M⊙ = 8.0 − 10.5 for the two sub-samples. There is a
trend of increasing α when moving from the low-density region
c© 2019 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9
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Figure 7. HIZOA H I mass function derived via the 2DSWML method for
LV (top-panel) and GA (bottom-panel) regions.
Table 2. Schechter parameters for the LV and GA regions.
Region α log(M∗HI/M⊙) φ
∗ (Mpc−3)
LV −1.27± 0.15 10.12± 0.12 0.0015± 0.0006
GA −1.00± 0.12 9.85 ± 0.07 0.0078± 0.0018
(LV) to high-density region (GA). This result is in excellent agree-
ment with the analysis based on the Bayesian k-th nearest neigh-
bours.
Confidence ellipses are shown on the α− logM∗HI plane for
the GA and LV regions in Fig. 8. The derived Schechter parameters
of the GA and LV regions do not agree within the 1σ errors, con-
Figure 8. Schechter parameters for the GA and LV samples projected on
the α− logM∗HI plane. Ellipses are defined as in Fig. 6
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Figure 9. Density fraction of both the LV (blue) and GA (red) regions com-
pared to the complete HIZOA sample. The error bars are the Poisson errors.
The LV curve is shifted horizontally by 0.1 dex for clarity.
firming the previous results from the Bayesian k-th nearest neigh-
bours.
We integrate the GA and LV HIMF over a mass range of
log(M∗HI/M⊙) = 8.5 − 10.8 and compare their values with full
HIZOA HIMF integrated over the same mass range. This results in
an overall overdensity in the GA region of 1.35 and underdensity
in the LV region of 0.59 compared to the complete HIZOA sample.
Figure 9 displays a more nuanced comparison of the overden-
sity as a function of H I mass. In this Figure, we divide the derived
LV and GA HIMF in Figure 8 by the HIZOA HIMF in Figure 2,
resulting in the corresponding H I overdensities. This shows that
low-density regions appear to contain similar densities of low-mass
galaxies as high-density regions, implying that low-mass galaxies
are either not formed in high-density regions or (more likely) re-
sponsible for the growth of high-mass galaxies through a merging
and accretion process.
4.3 Discussion
Analysis of the HIZOA survey finds a steeper slope at the low H I-
mass end of the HIMF in low-density regions compared to high-
density regions. A simplified explanation of this result is that H I
gas stripping processes act on small galaxies in high-density re-
gions, and is likely the direct results of higher tidal, collisional, and
ram pressure forces in these regions. Each of these processes is im-
portant, but their exact importance in different physical situations is
not straightforward to predict and, furthermore, depends on physi-
cal quantities which are difficult to measure, such as IGM density.
The result agrees with Rosenberg & Schneider (2002) and
Springob et al. (2005), who both found a similar trend of increas-
ing α towards higher density regions. Verheijen et al. (2001) and
Pisano et al. (2011) also found a shallow HIMF slope for Ursa Ma-
jor and six groups similar to the Local Group, respectively compare
to the field HIMF. Jones et al. (2016) and Moorman et al. (2014)
used earlier versions of the ALFALFA catalogue (Giovanelli et al.
2005; Haynes et al. 2011) and found no significant change in the
low-mass slope between high and low-density regions. On the other
hand, Zwaan et al. (2005) and Jones et al. (2018) used the complete
HIPASS and ALFALFA catalogs, respectively, and found that the
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low-mass slope decreases towards high-density region. Their re-
sults are opposite to the trend derived from the HIZOA data set.
Table 3 presents a comparison of the derived HIMF param-
eters from a large number of different H I surveys that have been
used to derive the HIMF. This comparison shows a tension between
most of the results. It is possible in some cases that the selection
of different nearest neighbour metrics could cause different scales
and therefore different physical processes to be probed. However,
we expect these discrepancies to be resolved in the near future with
forthcoming deeper and more sensitive surveys such as the Wide-
field ASKAP L-band Legacy All-sky Blind surveY (WALLABY;
Reynolds et al. 2019), the MeerKAT Fornax Survey (Serra et al.
2016), and the MeerKAT LADUMA survey (Blyth et al. 2016).
The advantage of the WALLABY survey will be twofold: it will
be less sensitive to cosmic variance due to the large volume;
and it will push the detection to lower mass dwarf galaxies with
MHI = 10
8M⊙ out to distances of 60 Mpc (Koribalski 2012). The
MeerKAT Fornax Survey will observe the Fornax cluster with high
resolution to measure the H I low-mass slope down to 5× 105 M⊙,
while the MeerKAT LADUMA survey (Blyth et al. 2016) will fo-
cus more on the evolution of the H I mass function since it will be
able to measure the H I mass function out to higher redshifts.
5 SUMMARY
In this paper, we constructed the H I mass function for the Parkes
H I Zone of Avoidance Survey using the two-dimensional step-
wise maximum likelihood method. All galaxies in the HIZOA sur-
vey that meet our selection criteria (N = 751 galaxies) are in-
cluded in the derivation of this H I mass function. The average
parameters of the H I mass function are α = −1.33 ± 0.05,
log(M∗HI/M⊙) = 9.93 ± 0.04, and φ∗ = (3.9 ± 0.6) × 10−3
Mpc−3. Comparisons of these parameters with values from the lit-
erature were made. We found that the faint-end slope derived here
agrees, within the uncertainty, with HIPASS BGC, HICAT, AL-
FALFA 40%, and ALFALFA 100%. The characteristic mass de-
rived here agrees better, however, with the ALFALFA H I mass
function than with the HIPASS H I mass function. HIZOA is twice
as sensitive as HIPASS, which means the depth of the survey is
better matched with ALFALFA, though source confusion may be
more common.
We took advantage of the mix of high and low-density envi-
ronments covered by HIZOA to test the universality of the H Imass
function. Two independent methods were used to define the local
density environment for galaxies. The first method was the k-th
nearest neighbour algorithm. In this method we used a Bayesian
version to calculate distances to all the k nearest neighbours and
not only the k-th nearest neighbour. This is more robust especially
in the case of a sparse sample. The other method involved confin-
ing our analysis to two extreme environments located within the
HIZOA survey area: the Local Void as a low-density environment
and the Great Attractor as a high-density environment.
The above mentioned two methods lead to similar conclusion
that: (i) the low-mass slope α, of the H Imass function is steeper in
low-density environments than in high-density environments; and
(ii) there is no clear trend of the characteristic H I mass M∗HI with
increasing density of the environment.
This conclusion align closely with theoretical predictions that
the stripping of the H I mass occurs at higher rates in dense regions
compared to low density regions due to the increase in the interac-
tion rate of galaxies.
Comparison with other studies shows that not all previous
results are in agreement. Forthcoming H I surveys with ASKAP,
MeerKAT and the SKA will help resolve these issues and will be
useful in understanding the details of the effect of environment on
galaxy evolution.
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Table A1. Schechter parameters for four sub-samples divided according to
their local density derived by the classic version of the k-th nearest neigh-
bour algorithm.
Region α log(M∗HI/M⊙)
Least dense −1.35± 0.08 9.86± 0.07
Second least dense −1.30± 0.19 9.95± 0.16
Second most dense −1.22± 0.12 9.89± 0.07
Most dense −1.00± 0.25 9.82± 0.12
APPENDIX A: APPLYING THE CLASSIC K-TH
NEAREST NEIGHBOUR METHOD
There is a strong argument for applying the HIPASS method of
defining the local density on the HIZOA data to apply a direct com-
parison. In this appendix, we used the classic k-th nearest neigh-
bour algorithm that was used by Zwaan et al. (2005) to define the
environment. We divided our sample into four sub-samples and de-
rived low-mass slope and characteristic mass for each sub-sample.
Figure A1 shows the HIMF for these four sub-samples ranging
from least dense environment (top-panel) to most dense environ-
ment (bottom-panel).
Table A1 presents the derived Schechter parameters for these
four sub-sample ranging from low to high-density environment.
The exact same trend for the low mass slope α that is found
when using the Bayesian k nearest neighbours analysis is also
found when using the classic k-th nearest neighbour.
APPENDIX B: CORRECTION OF THE BAYESIAN K
NEAREST NEIGHBOURS Σ6
Because HIZOA is a flux-limited sample, the number of galaxies
eventually starts dropping as a function of redshift. This implies
that galaxies will appear increasingly isolated at larger redshift. If
this is not taken into account, different density samples could mis-
takenly represent different distance ranges.
Whereas previous authors (Zwaan et al. 2005) have fit the data
to correct for this bias, we chose a more robust correction based on
the S3−SAX semi-analytic simulation (Obreschkow et al. 2009).
This simulation is based, in turn, on the the Millennium simulation
of cosmic structure (Springel et al. 2005). Two samples have been
selected: (A) a volume limited sample with log(M∗HI/M⊙) > 8.0
and vhel < 12000 km s−1; (B) a flux-limited sample with the same
c© 2019 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9
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Figure A1. Four HIZOA H I mass function derived via the 2DSWML
method based on the classic density estimation used in HIPASS. For com-
parison, the HIMFs are offset vertically to the normalization of the whole
sample HIMF in Fig. 2.
hybrid-limit as HIZOA sample and vhel < 12000 km s−1. For each
sample, we used the same Bayesian k nearest neighbours algorithm
to calculate the sixth nearest neighbour density, Σ6. We will refer
to the sixth nearest neighbour density derived from the volume-
limited sample as real, Σreal6 , while for the flux-limited sample we
will call it measured, Σmeasured6 .
Figure B1 shows the distribution of Σreal6 as a function of red-
shift. As expected, for a volume-limited sample there is no obvious
trend of Σreal6 with redshift. We highlighted the flux-limited sam-
ple by the red dots.
On the contrary, Fig. B2 shows the distribution of Σmeasured6
as a function of redshift. The same trend of decreasing Σmeasured6
with redshift is seen as in the HIZOA sample in the top-panel of
Fig. 3.
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Figure B1. Scatter plot of the sixth nearest neighbour density, Σ6, with con-
tours over-dense regions using the Bayesian k nearest neighbours algorithm
for a volume-limited sample derived from the S3 − SAX simulation. The
red dots highlight the flux-limited sample also derived from the S3−SAX
simulation.
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Figure B2. Scatter plot of the sixth nearest neighbour density, Σ6, using the
Bayesian k nearest neighbours algorithm for a flux-limited sample derived
from the S3 − SAX simulation.
To extract the exact trend that we should use to correct for our
sample, we calculate the log of the ratio, Σmeasured6 /Σ
real
6 , and
plot the distribution in Fig. B3.
We fit a power-law to the mean and rms of the log of the ratio
(Σmeasured6 /Σ
real
6 ) in 1000 km/s bins. We then subtract this de-
rived power-law from the HIZOA Σuncorrected6 in the top-panel of
Fig. 3 to obtain the corrected Σcorrected6 shown in the bottom-panel
of Fig. 3.
The exact same method has been applied to correct the classic
k-th nearest neighbour density but calculating classic Σ6 for both
volume- and flux-limited samples.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/ LATEX file prepared by the
author.
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Figure B3. Scatter plot of the log of the ratio measured/real density as a
function of redshift for a flux-limited sample derived from the S3 − SAX
simulation.
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Figure B4. Mean and standard deviation of the conditional probability dis-
tribution of the ratio measured/real density as a function of redshift for a
flux-limited sample. The solid line presents the power-law fit tot the condi-
tional probability distribution.
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